
Modern desktop delivery 
and management
Independent, easy provisioning of modern devices



A modern, simplified work 
environment on a small budget
The customer, a school from Lörrach, Germany, wanted to modernize its
infrastructure and equipment to digitize school life.

Schools operate under government
budgets that they must adhere to. In
addition, the hardware they deploy must
be as simple as possible to use to make
everyday school life easier.

Based on Microsoft 365 subscription, the
work environment of an employee is
provided, managed, and further
developed.

The school now easily secures and
manages all of its devices centrally by
using Microsoft Intune.

CHALLENGES IDEAL SOLUTION DESIRED OUTCOMES



Microsoft 365 for Enterprise
intellecom enables management of different operating systems, adapted
to the way different user groups work, and provides modern security
mechanisms for new ways of working to prevent risk.

Independent and easy provisioning of
modern devices for every user.

Manage quickly, easily, and 
clearly

Management of different operating
systems, adapted to the way different
user groups work.

Leverage multiple systems

Rely on increased modern security
mechanisms for new ways of working to
prevent risk.

Increase security



Modern desktop provisioning and management as a 
service & Microsoft 365

Among the benefits of our offering: future-proof device deployments, modern hardware and software, understanding of user requirements, platform and

device independence, new ways of working and new devices, focus on user mobility, and simple software and solution implementation.

In the rapidly changing work environment,
we can provision your Modern Workplace
to keep pace.

Adopt a Modern Workplace

We provide secure, reliable equipment, so
every employee can do the best possible
work.

Deploy up-to-date work 
equipment

You can take care of the essentials and
generate added value with our service.

Concentrate on the essentials



Customer success: FES Lörrach win
Via its Microsoft licenses, FES was able to use Intune as a central
administration tool to manage the devices used in homeschooling and
keep them up to date. Microsoft Autopilot ensured a quick and easy
device-provisioning process for both students and teachers.

"With the help of intellecom, lockdown was a breeze."

Simple lockdown

"Unrestricted work is guaranteed at all times."

Effective work

"The quick provisioning of devices via Autopilot enables the flexible output of protected notebooks to
students and teachers."

Rapid provisioning



Write or call us

Call for more information: 06271942323

Ask a question via email: info@intellecom.de

Learn more

https://www.intellecom.de/service/managed-services/

